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Introduction. This paper is concerned mainly with the structure of inverse semigroups
which have a partial ordering defined on them in addition to their natural partial ordering.
However, we include some results on partially ordered semigroups which are of interest
in themselves. Some recent information [1, 2, 6, 7,11] has been obtained about the algebraic
structure of partially ordered semigroups, and we add here to the list by showing in Section 1
that every regular integrally closed semigroup is an inverse semigroup. In fact it is a proper
inverse semigroup [10], that is, one in which the idempotents form a complete class modulo
the minimum group congruence, and the structure of these semigroups is explicitly known [5].

We then consider the structure of a proper inverse semigroup S which is partially ordered
in such a way that it is integrally closed and the canonical mapping $£ : S -* SfSt is isotone.
Every such partial ordering is specified uniquely in terms of a partial ordering on the maximum
group homomorphic image of S.

Finally, we turn to F-inverse semigroups, and, still under the assumption that St is
isotone, prove that these are precisely those integrally closed inverse semigroups which are
strongly integrally closed.

1. Regular Dubreil-Jacotin semigroups. A partially ordered semigroup is a semigroup S
with a partial ordering ^ such that

x ^ y , z ^ w i m p l y t h a t xz ^ yw f o r a l l x , y , z , w e S.

We shall use the notation and terminology of [3, Chapter 3] for our discussion of partially
ordered semigroups, and refer the reader to [3] for further details.

Let S be a partially ordered semigroup. For each x, y e S the quasiresiduals of x by y are
defined to be the sets

<*.» = {zeS:yzgx},(x\y> = {ze S: zy ^ x).

If xe S is such that <x. y} = (x'.y) ^ • for each ye S, we write {x'.y} for their
common value and say that x is equiquasiresidual.

We say that x e S is residuated if <x. y} and <x".y} each contains a maximum element
for each y e S, and denote these maximum elements, the residuals of x by y, by x. y and
x". y respectively. If x. y = x". y for each yeS, we write x: y for their common value and
say that x is equiresidual.

Two types of epimorphisms will concern us. In this section and in Section 2 we shall
deal with a principal epimorphism of 5 onto a partially ordered group G, by which we mean
that/is isotone and is such that the pre-image under/of the negative cone of G is a principal
order ideal of S, that is, is of the form [«-, Q = {x e 5 : x ^ <!;} for some ̂ e S. The following
will then be taken as the definition of the term Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup [3, Theorem 25.3].
A partially ordered semigroup S is a Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup if and only if it admits a principal
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epimorphic image which is a group. Such a group is necessarily unique up to isomorphism.
If S is a Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup then its core

)S(= |J <x/x> u(J <x\x>
xeS xeS

has a maximum element I; which is equiquasiresidual, and the unique principal epimorphic group
image ofS is given by S/.s/{, where s4$ is the equivalence relation

The partial ordering S/JS/J is given by

o <£: y} £

We note that £, is the maximum element of S mapped to the identity element of G.
In Section 3 we deal with a residuated Q^xmox^axsmfoi 5 onto a partially ordered group G,

by which we mean that/is isotone and the pre-image under/of each principal order ideal of G
is a principal order ideal of S. The relevant facts for our purposes are the following.

[3, Theorem 25.4] Let S be a partially ordered semigroup and let f: S -* G be a principal
epimorphism ofS onto a partially ordered group G. The following are equivalent:

(i) / is residuated.

(ii) the maximum element E, of )S( is residuated.

We say that a Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup S is strong if the maximum element <f of )S( is
residuated. In this case the unique residuated epimorphic group image of S is given by
S//f, where s/t is the Molinaro equivalence relation

x =

The partial ordering on Sls^i is given by

xsff g ysf; o £: y ^ £: x.

Each class modulo J ^ { has a maximum element, the maximum element in the class of x being
£: (£: x), and XJ*( g ystt if and only if £ : ( £ : * ) £ f : (£ : y).

[3, Theorem 25.6]. A partially ordered semigroup S is a strong Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup
if and only if there exists £ e S such that ^ is residuated and[+-, £] =)S(.

In discussing inverse semigroups we shall use the terminology of [4], and make one
deviation from the notation used there. It simplifies the notation here to denote the natural
partial ordering [4, Vol. 2] on an inverse semigroup S by =̂  since most of our attention will
be devoted to an additional partial ordering ^ on S. The definition of =̂  may be given in the
form x ^ y if and only if there exists e = e2 e S such that x = ey. Then S(=^) is a partially
ordered semigroup in which x ^ y if and only if x~l =̂  y'1, and =̂  coincides, when restricted
to the semilattice E of idempotents of S, with the natural partial ordering on E.
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Every inverse semigroup has a minimum group congruence a, defined by

x = y{a) o3 ee E such that ex = ey.

If E forms a complete <r-class then S is said to be a proper inverse semigroup [10].
In fact, for a proper inverse semigroup S, we have E = {x e S: x2 =̂  x}, and if S has an

identity element 1 then 1 is equiquasiresidual and S (^) is a Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup in
which s/t = a.

We now proceed to study Dubreil-Jacotin semigroups S which are regular, in the sense
that for each xe S there exists x' e S such that x = xx'x [4, Vol. 1].

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let S be a regular Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup whose core has maximum
element £. Then

(i) x ^ xt; andx ^ £xfor each xe S.

oo e =«.
/ . (i) Given xe S, let x' e S be such that x = xx'x. Then xx' and x'x are idem-

potents, and so are congruent modulo J / { to £; therefore

x = x(x'x) ^ x£ and x = (xx')x ^ <!;x.

(ii) By (i), I ^ ^2. Since ^2 ^ £ by definition of <J, equality follows.

Although it implies that ^ is the maximum idempotent of S, Proposition 1.1 does not
provide a great deal of information about the structure of 5, as Example 1 shows.

EXAMPLE 1. Let X be an arbitrary partially ordered set with maximum element <*, and
consider the left zero semigroup S on X[4, Vol. 1]. Certainly 5 is a partially ordered semi-
group, and for any x, y e S,

x'.y = x, x.'y = l; if y ^ x, <x.';>> = • if y $ x.

Since S is regular, it follows that it is a regular (strong) Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup.
The situation is much better when £, is the identity element of S; Proposition 1.2 establishes

a necessary and sufficient condition for this.

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let Sbe a regular Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup whose core has maximum
element £: Then £ is the identity element ofS if and only if

£ = x . ' x = x ' . x for each xeS.

Proof. For each x e S, x^ ^ x if and only if /; e <x. x>. By definition of £, this is
equivalent to £, being the maximum element of <x. "x>, that is £ = JC. \x. It follows from
Proposition 1.1 (i) that ^ is a right identity element for S if and only if £ = x. x for each
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x e S. Similarly £ is a left identity element for 5 if and only if t, = x'. x for each xe S, and
the result follows.

For the rest of this paper we shall consider only Dubreil-Jacotin semigroups 5 for which £
is the identity element of S. We shall denote ^ by 1 and s/i by s/, and call S an integrally
closed Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup. This is different from the nomenclature of [1], where it is
assumed further that 1: x exists for each xe S. In view of Theorem 1.6, the definition given
here seems more natural. It is worthwhile pointing out that the term 'integrally closed' is
usually applied only to residuated semigroups [3], but that we are not assuming the existence
of all residuals, not even those of the form 1: x.

LEMMA 1.3. Let xsi ^ yst in S/si, and let y' e S be such that y = yy'y. Then yy'x ^ y
and xy'y :g y in S; also yy'x = xy'y = x(A).

Proof. By definition, xs4 ^ yst in S\si if and only if yz ^ 1 implies that xz ^ 1 and
zy ^ 1 implies that zx S 1 in S. But y'y ^ 1; so y'x ^ 1 and yy'x ^ y. Similarly xy'y ^ y.

LEMMA 1.4. OnE, ^ coincides with ^ .

Proof. Ife g / i n£ , then

e = e2 ^ ef ^ el = e;

so e = ef Similarly e — fe\ whence e =^/. Conversely, e ^/implies that e = ef f* If = f.

LEMMA 1.5. If Et = {x e S: x = 1 (s/)} then Ev = E.

Proof. Since every idempotent of S is congruent modulo si to 1, we have E £ Et.
Suppose x = 1 (s/) and let x' e S be such that x = xx'x. Then x' = 1 (JZ/) and since 1

is maximum in its ^/-class, x ^ 1, *' ^ 1. Therefore x = xx'x ̂  xlx = x2 g x, whence
x = x2 and £ t £ £.

THEOREM 1.6. .//" 5 is a regular integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup, then S is a
proper inverse semigroup with identity element.

Proof. We prove that the idempotents of S commute. As the identity class modulo si,
the set Et defined in Lemma 1.5 is a subsemigroup of S, and under the restriction to EL of the
partial ordering on S, Et is a partially ordered semigroup with maximum element 1. By
Lemma 1.5, the same is true of E.

Now let e,fe E. Then efSel = e, ef g 1/ = / , while if x e E and x ^ e, x S f, then
x2 = x ^ ef. Therefore ef = e A / , the greatest lower bound in £ of e and / . Similarly
/e = e A / , and so ef = fe, that is S is an inverse semigroup with identity element.

Now let x,yeS with x = j>0*O- Then x"1*,xx"1 e £ t and x - 1 x = x~xy(stf); whence
x~1yeEl. It follows that x~*y = g eE1, xx~ly - xg, and that there exist/, g eEt such
that fy = xg. But by Lemma 1.5, Ex = E'm the inverse semigroup 5, and therefore xE = £x
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for each xeS. We conclude that if x = )>(<&), then there exists e e E such that ex = ey, and
so s? s a. Since a is the minimum group congruence on S, we have s& = a. Therefore the
identity class modulo a is Et = E, that is it consists only of idempotents, and so S is a proper
inverse semigroup and the proof is complete.

Notice that it follows from the proof of this theorem that a band with identity element 1
is a semilattice if and only if it can be made into a partially ordered semigroup with a maximum
element 1.

COROLLARY. The partial orderings ^ and =̂  coincide on a-classes.

Proof. Since x ^ j implies that x ^ y, we need only show that x =̂  y whenever x ^ y
and x = y (<r). But x = y (a) implies that x~lx = x-1y (a), and so x~ly e E, by Theorem 1.6.
Therefore

x ^. y => x~lx ^ x~ly => x-1x =̂  x-1y, by Lemma 1.5

=> x = xx-ix =̂  xx~*y =̂  y.

Although a and stf coincide on S, so that the groups S/a and S\s4 are algebraically iso-
morphic, in general they are not isomorphic as partially ordered groups. The partial ordering
induced on S\a by =̂  is always trivial, but the same may not be true of S\$4 and ^ .

EXAMPLE 2. Let Z denote the additive group of the integers (both here and in Examples
3 and 4). Let S = Z, and let ^ be the usual ordering on Z. Then S is a regular (strong)
Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup on which both a and si are equality. But S/a ^ Z with the trivial
partial ordering, while Sjst s; Z with the usual ordering. Although =̂  and ^ coincide on
each a-class, and x =̂  y implies that x ^ y, the two partial orderings are distinct.

2. Integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroups. We now turn to the problem of
classifying the partial orderings on regular integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin semigroups.
Since each of these semigroups is, by Theorem 1.6, an inverse semigroup, from now on we
shall call them integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroups [1]. The problem, then, is
that of determining the partial orderings on a proper inverse semigroup S under which S is
an integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup. We have not been able to do this in
general, but only, following Blyth [1], for partial orderings ^ under which Green's relation
[4, Vol. 1] 0t is regular[3, Chapter 1] in the sense that

x ^ y => xx'1 ^ yy~l.

This condition is satisfied for =̂  in any inverse semigroup, as is the corresponding condition
for if. In general it is not satisfied for ^ , and we shall see in Example 4 that the conditions
for Si and if are independent of each other.

In any inverse semigroup S we have x = y ($) if any only if xx'1 = yy~l; the relation
defined on S/& by xSH ^ ySfc if and only if xx'1 ^ yy~l is a partial ordering on S\St, and
to say that Si is regular is to say that the canonical mapping St: S -» S\0t is isotone.
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Assuming that ^ is regular under ^ , we obtain Theorem 2.1. This is a generalization of
Blyth's Theorem 8 [1]; for in the first place we assume only that 38. is regular under ^ and so
obtain non-trivial partial orderings on the group in question. In the second, the semigroups
considered in [1] are in fact F-inverse semigroups [8] (by definition, an inverse semigroup is an
F-inverse semigroup if and only if each a-class contains a maximum element under = )̂ and
although each /"-inverse semigroup is necessarily proper and has an identity element, the class
of proper inverse semigroups with identity element is much wider than that of/"-inverse semi-
groups, even with the additional partial ordering.

Proper inverse semigroups are exactly those in which a n 3% is equality. Using this,
D. B. McAlister [5] has determined the structure of all proper inverse semigroups, as follows.

If A' is a partially ordered set and a, be X, then the notation a A be X means that
a and b have a greatest lower bound a A b in X. If Y £ X and a, be Y, the notation
a A be Ymeans that a and b have a greatest lower bound a A b which is an element of Y.
A non-empty subset Y of X is a subsemilattice of X if the condition a,be Y implies that
a A be Y, and Y is an ideal of X'\f a e X,be Fand a ^ b imply that a e Y.

Let X be a partially ordered set, let Y be a subsemilattice of X which is also an ideal of X,
and let G be a group which acts (on the left) on Z;by order automorphisms. Suppose that
G.Y = A'and that gY n Y ^ • for each g e G. Then the set

P(G, X, Y) = {(a, g)eYxG: g~la e Y}

with the product

(a, g) (b, h) = (a A gb,gh)

is an inverse semigroup.

[5, Proposition 1.2]. In P = P(G, X, Y) as above,

(j)(a,g)-* = (0-*a,g-*);
(ii) the idempotents are the elements {a, l), ae Y: they form a semilattice isomorphic to Y;

(iii) (a, g) ®{b,h)oa = b, {a, g) <£ (b, h) o g~ya = h~lb\
(iv) (a, g) a (b,h)<=> g = h; thus G m P/c;
(v) (a, g) ^ (b, h) o g = h and a ^ b in Y;

(vi) P has an identity element if and only if Yhas a maximum element;
(vii) the a-class of [a, g) contains a maximum element if and only if I A gl exists; the

maximum element in that case is(l A gl, g).

[5, Theorem 2.6]. Let X be a partially ordered set and let Y be an ideal and subsemilattice
of X. If G is a group which acts on X by order automorphisms, then P{G, X, Y) is a proper
inverse semigroup.

Conversely, any proper inverse semigroup is isomorphic to P(G, X, Y) for some partially
ordered set X with ideal and subsemilattice Y and some group G which acts on X by order
automorphisms.

We may now assume that every integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup is of
the form P(G, X, Y) as described above, and that Y has a maximum element 1.
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THEOREM 2.1. Let P = P(G, X, F) be a proper inverse semigroup with identity element.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between partial orderings on Pfor which S% is regular and P
is an integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup, and partial orderings ^ on Gfor which
G is a partially ordered group satisfying the condition

(l) (a, g), (b, h)eP with a ^ b in Y, g ^ h in G imply that a A gc ^ b A he in Y for
eachce Y.

Proof. Suppose that P(^) is an integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup
and that 32 is regular under ^ . From the proof of Theorem 1.6, a coincides with si on P, and
so the group G is algebraically isomorphic to the group Pjst under an isomorphism i/r, say,
which sends g e G to the j^-class {{a, g)eP}; \j/ is well-defined since g Y n Y # • for each
g eG. For g,heG, define g ^ h if and only if g\j/ ̂  hij/ in P\st\ then G(^) is a partially
Ordered group.

Let (a, g), (b, h)eP with a ^ b in Y, g <; /J in G and let c e 7. Then by Lemma 1.3,

- O, ft) (6, h)~\a, g) = (b, 1) (a, 9) = (6 A a, <?) = (a, g) ^ (b, ft).

Further, (c, 1) e P implies that

(a, g) (c, 1) = (a A gc, g) ^ (fc, /1) (c, 1) = (h A he, h),

and since ̂ ? is regular, it follows from [5, Proposition 1.2 (iii)] above that a A gc ^ b A he
in Y, and so (l) is satisfied.

Conversely, suppose that G(^) is a partially ordered group and that (1) holds. On P,
define ^ ' by

(a, 0) g ' (b, h) «*> a g b in 7 and 0 ^ /i in G.

Then ^ ' is a partial ordering on P. If (c, k) e P then

(c, fc) (a, 0) = (c A fea, fc$) ̂ ' (c A kb, kh) = (c, fe) (b, h)

since % ^ kh in the partially ordered group G, while fca ̂  kb implies that c A ka ^ c A kb
in Y. Therefore ^ ' is compatible with multiplication on the left in P. Also,

(a, g) (c, k) = (a A gc, gk) g ' (6 A AC, fcfe) = (6, ft) (c, fc)

since again #fc ^ AA: in G, and (l) holds. Therefore ^ ' is compatible with multiplication on
the right, and P(' ̂ ) is a partially ordered semigroup.

For (a,g),(c,k)eP,

and so (a, g). (a, g) = (1,1). Similarly (a,g)'.(a, g) = (1,1), and soP(^') is an integrally
closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup; by definition of ^ ' , 91 is regular under ^ ' .
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To complete the proof of the theorem, we have to show that the above correspondence
between partial orderings on P and those on G is one-to-one. Suppose therefore that P(^) is
an integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup, that Si is regular under ^ , and that
{a, g) ^ (b, h) in P. Since 31 is regular, a ̂  b in Y; since the natural map from P onto
P\s2 is isotone, it follows from the definition of the partial ordering in G that g S h. Therefore
(a, g) g ' (b, h). But if (a, g) ^ ' (b, h), then a g b in Y, and by Lemma 1.3, g ^ h in G implies
that

(b, 1) (a, g) = (b A a, <?) = (a, <?) ^ (ft, A).

Thus ^ and ^'coincide on P.
On the other hand, given that the partially ordered group G(^) satisfies (1), define ^ ' on

P as above. For (a, g)eP, b e Y, we have b A a ̂  b and (6 A a, #)J^ = (a, g)j&. Therefore
g ^ h in G if and only if there exist (a, g) ^ ' (b,h)eP; by Lemma 1.3, this is equivalent to the
existence of (a', g)stf ̂  (b', h)sf in P\s4, and so the partial ordering induced on G by^ '
coincides with ^ on G. This completes the proof.

There is a corresponding theorem for the case when JS? is regular under S • The relevant
condition to be satisfied is:

(1') (a, g), (b, h) e P with g~xa ^ /T1 b in Y, g g, h in G imply that g~\a A C) ^
h-1(b A c) for each ce Y.

The partial ordering on P then may be defined by:

(a, g) g {b,h)og~la g h'1 bin Y and g £ hinG.

The monotonicity conditions (1) and (1') are in a sense dual to each other, and in certain
circumstances their combination forces G to be trivially ordered; see Proposition 3.4. Yet if
Pis not /"-inverse, even (1) and (1') together do not force either gy ^ hy or g~1y ^ h~ly when
g ^ hinG, ye Y, as the following example shows.

EXAMPLE 3. Let Y be the closed unit interval of real numbers, with a A b = min{fl, b}
for a,be Y. Let {*„: n e Z} be distinct elements with x0 = 1 e Y and xn $ Y for n e l\{0},
and let

X = Y\j{xH:neZ}.

Partially order A'by

a :g b if a, b e Y and a = a A b,

a£ xnforallae Y\{1}, nel,

xn is not comparable to xm for m^ n.

Then X is a partially ordered set having Y as a subsemilattice ideal, and Y has maximum
element 1. Define an action of Z on X by

na — a for a e Y\{1}, neZ,

nxm = xm.n for m,neZ.
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Then 2 acts on X by order automorphisms, X = Z.Y, nY n y ^ • V n e 2, and so
P = P(Z, X, Y) is a proper inverse semigroup with identity element (1, 0). In fact,

P = {(a, n): 0 ^ a < 1, n e 2} u {(1,0)}

and multiplication coincides with multiplication by co-ordinates. The only <7-class which
contains a maximum element is that of (1, 0). If we take the usual ordering on 2 and define
^ on P by co-ordinates also, then (l) is satisfied; so is (1'), since P is commutative. But 2
does not act trivially on Y, and it is not true that m ^ n in 2 implies that ml ^ nl or «1 ^ ml
mX.

3. Strong integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroups. The conditions (1) and (1')
of Section 1 are considerably simplified when P is an F-inverse semigroup. By Proposition 1.2
of [5], this is the case when 1 A gl exists for each g e G, and in fact it is equivalent to Xbeing
a semilattice [5, Theorem 2.8]. An equivalent condition is given by Proposition 3.1.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P = P(G, X, y ) be a proper inverse semigroup with identity
element. Then P is an F-inverse semigroup if and only if, under its natural partial ordering,
(1, 1) : (a, g) exists for each (a, g) e P.

Proof. For (a, g) e P, there exists a maximum element (b, h)eP such that

(a, g)(b,h) ^ (1 ,1 )

if and only if h = g~l and there exists a maximum element be Y such that b ̂  1, h~1b =
gb ^ 1; that is if and only if 1 A g\ exists. Since (1, 1) is equiquasiresidual, the result follows.

In any inverse semigroup two elements maximum in their respective <r-classes are com-
parable under =< if and only if they are equal; this is not necessarily true for an additional
partial ordering. Let P( ̂ ) be an integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin semigroup which is also
an F-inverse semigroup. We shall be interested in the relationships under ^ between the
elements of P maximum in their a-classes, and the exact result we shall use is contained in
Proposition 3.2. From now on, residuals will be calculated with respect to ^ .

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let P = P(G, X, Y) be an integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse
semigroup. Then P is strong if and only ifP is an F-inverse semigroup in which

(a, g) < (b, ^ ( 1 A gl, g) < (1 A hi, h).

Proof. If P is strong then each j/-class contains a maximum element. It follows from
Theorem 1.6 and its corollary that P is an F-inverse semigroup. By definition of s/, the above
condition is satisfied.

Conversely, let (a, g)eP. Then (a, g) (1 A gl, g)"1 g (1,1) and if (a, g) (b, h) g (1, 1)
then

{a,g)-\a,g)(b,h) Z (a,9y
l Z (1 A g^Ug'1).
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Since (a, g)~\a, g) (b, ft) s (b, h) {sf), it follows that

andthat(l , l):(a,5) = (l A ^ ' I ^ - 1 ) .

Proposition 3.2 implies that in trying to find which proper inverse semigroups are strong
integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroups, we may concentrate on F-inverse
semigroups.

THEOREM 3.3. Let P = P(G, X, Y) be an F-inverse semigroup. There is a one-to-one
correspondence between partial orderings on P under which 0t is regular and P is a strong
integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup, and partial orderings ^ on G for which G
is a partially ordered group satisfying the condition

(2) g g h in G, c e Y imply that gc ^ he in X.

Proof. If P is a strong integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup in which 8%
is regular, then there exists a partial ordering ^ on G for which G is a partially ordered group
and (l) of Theorem 2.1 holds. Further, P is F-inverse by Proposition 3.2, and from the
definition of the partial ordering in P/s/, we have g ^ h in G, or equivalently 1 ̂  g~xh, if and
only if

(1,1)^(1 Ag-lh\,g-lh)mP.

This implies that 1 ^ 1 A g~*h\ and so 1 = 1 A g~1h\. Then force Y,

(c, 1) = (1, l)(c, 1) g (l,g-lh)(c, 1) = (1 A g-'heg-'h),

and so c 5 1 A g~lhc in Y. Hence c ̂  c A 1 A g'^hc = c A g~lhc, which implies that
gc = gc A he and finally that gc ^ he.

Conversely, suppose that G( ̂ ) is a partially ordered group for which (2) holds. Then
(l) of Theorem 2.1 holds, so that P is an integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup
as i n Theorem 2.1. Further,

(fl, g) g (b, h) in P => a g b in Y and g ^ h in G,

and by (2), this implies that g\ ^ h\ and so that 1 A g\ S 1 A h 1. By Proposition 3.2, we
conclude that P is strong, and the result follows.

The condition in Proposition 3.2 is equivalent on an F-inverse semigroup S to a being
strongly upper regular, in the sense that if x, y,x'eS with x ^ y, x = x'(a), then there exists
y' e S such that y = y'{a) and x' ^ y' [3, Chapter 1]. The argument used in Theorem 3.3
may be extended to integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroups if we assume that a
is strongly upper regular. The result is that if 1 ^ h in G then the cr-class corresponding to h
contains a maximum element, and c ^ he for each c e Y.

There is a result corresponding to that of Theorem 3.3 for the case in which 5£ is regular
under ^ . The relevant condition to be satisfied is:

(2') g S hin Gandce Yimply that g~xc g h~xc in X.
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In fact, since g 5 A if and only if/*"1 ^ g~l, this is equivalent to

g ^ h in G and c e Y imply that he ^ gc in X.

Combining this with Theorem 3.3 we have Proposition 3.4, which is essentially Blyth's
Theorem 8 [1].

PROPOSITION 3.4. The only partial orderings on an F-inverse semigroup P = P(G, X, Y)
under which both 8ft and JS? are regular andP is a strong integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse
semigroup, are those for which g ^ hinG andc e Y imply that gc = he in X.

EXAMPLE 4. Define an action of Z on Z by

n.m = m-n.

With the usual ordering on Z this is an action by order automorphisms. The set Z~ =
{m G Z : m ^ 0} is a subsemilattice and ideal of Z with maximum element 0, and since Z is
also a semilattice, P = P(2, Z, Z~) is a F-inverse semigroup. With the usual ordering on the
maximum group homomorphic image Z of P, condition (2') is satisfied, but (2) is not. There-
fore, under

(r, s) ^ (m,n)o s ^ n and r+s ^ m + n,

P is a strong integrally closed Dubreil-Jacotin inverse semigroup in which JS?, but not 8%
is regular.

In fact one may use [5, Proposition 1.2] to verify that P i s a fundamental bisimple inverse
semigroup with semilattice of idempotents isomorphic to

a) = 0 > - 1 > - 2 > ...

and so is isomorphic to a transitive inverse subsemigroup of Tm [9]. But T^ is isomorphic to
the bicyclic inverse semigroup C(p, q) [4, Vol. 1], and so P is isomorphic to C(p, q).
The isomorphism is given by

(m, n)<-+q-mp~(m+n)

and in this guise

qrps ^ qupv<> r-s ^ u-v and » ^ s .
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